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INTRODUCTION

OUR STORY,
OUR MISSION

The seeds of Northwest Narrative Medicine Collaboration
began in 2014 when April Brenneman and Elizabeth Lahti
found each other. Elizabeth was the newly appointed director
of narrative medicine at Oregon Health & Science University.
April, the mother of a cancer survivor, told Elizabeth the story
of how one day she pulled her son’s X-rays from the kitchen
drawer and started painting over them, using vibrant colors
that she felt represented who her child really was.
Today, the mission of Northwest Narrative Medicine Collaborative is to bring
health care professionals, patients, clinicians, caregivers, students, academics,
artists,, and scholars together, to build, sustain and promote a regional
narrative medicine community.
Together, they imagined a space where physicians and
patients could meet each other as humans, to better
understand the multiple perspectives that contribute to the
experience of illness and healing.
In 2018, NWNMC became a 501(c)3 nonprofit. Together, we
engage in conversation and explore narratives of health,
illness, and caretaking with the goal to flatten hierarchies
of health. We believe this work makes us better doctors,
nurses, social workers, patients, family members, caregivers,
chaplains, scholars, educators, and humans.
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2020-21
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

How have we carried out our mission in the last 18 months?
As challenging as this time was, we grew—in
numbers and reach, in cohesion across the
northwest region, and in our understanding
of our mission. We supported health care
providers, patients, and caregivers during
a global pandemic, embracing new ways of
connecting and telling stories.
We developed curricula to train students,
educators, and health care practitioners
in narrative medicine skills. We continued
to create spaces for storytelling. And we
recognized that for all we have accomplished,
we have work to do to become a more inclusive
organization.
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COMMITTED TO
JUSTICE, EQUITY,
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
“Poetry lays the foundations for a future of
change, a bridge across our fears of what has
never been before.” —Audre Lorde
In 2020 our Board reflected on what we are
doing to address racial injustice--in health care
and in our communities. In the wake of the
global protests ignited by the widely viewed
murder of George Floyd in May 2020, and
the locally relevant 100 days of Black Lives
Matter protests in downtown Portland, it was
clear that a seismic shift in a longstanding
conversation around diversity, equity, and
inclusion had begun.

We are committed to: centering the narratives
of black, indigenous, and communities of
color; inviting healthcare workers, patients,
caregivers, and artists of color to join and
shape NWNMC; training and supporting
narrative medicine facilitators from diverse
communities; recruiting diverse, equitable,
and inclusive leadership; and doing the work
even when it is uncomfortable.
Narrative medicine can help to lay the
foundations for a future of change. Narrative
medicine is one tool to counter racism and
bias within our healthcare system.
The practice strengthens our ability to listen,
to embody empathy, to see and understand
context, and come to better understand and
accept multiple perspectives and experiences.
Through absorbing stories and experiences of
people of color, all can be moved in collective
action to dismantle the deleterious impacts of
racism in health and healthcare.

Ripping the band-aid off is the moment when you realize you yourself can be
biased as well. No one is immune from the us vs others or
the us vs them, we all make mistakes.
-Dr. Cirila Estela Vasquez Guzman;
Written after the CoP "Ripping the Baind-Aid Off"
From the pain of othering & racial awakening
the paired pandemics of 2020 brought to the
world, NWNMC acknowledges:

In the year since then, we have acted
on those commitments in the following
ways:

The fundamental role of racism as a public health
crisis

Community of Practice workshops, trainings,
and storytelling events included narratives
from BIPOC storytellers

The role of white supremacy culture in forming
health care institutions and perpetuating racism
The inadequate representation of narratives from
and harmful stereotypes of communities of color
Diversity and inclusion work promotes the
dismantling of racism, and the inner work of
healing of our community
The work of becoming anti-racist is an ongoing
endeavor for individual members and also our
narrative medicine community
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Facilitators and speakers from
underrepresented communities have
lead Community of Practice workshops
and sessions in our Scribe and Facilitator
trainings
Five of our Community of Practice sessions
were devoted to topics related to health
care experiences of underrepresented or
marginalized groups.

COMMUNITY OF
PRACTICE

2020-21
TIMELINE

MONTHY NARRATIVE MEDICINE
WORKSHOPS
COVID-19 in US

Our monthly Community of Practice is an informal
gathering, open to all, in which we develop our
narrative medicine skills by reading, writing, sharing,
and responding to stories of illness and wellness.
When our usual physical meeting spaces in Seattle
and Portland were locked down, we moved to Zoom.
Initially we weren’t sure how well we could replicate
the sense of trust, vulnerability, and creativity
that characterize our gatherings, but we quickly
developed ways of connecting through a screen. We
grew to appreciate how virtual meetings brought
Portland and Seattle participants together and
expanded our reach to other communities in the
Northwest and beyond (including participants from
Illinois, Minnesota, and Florida).

JUNE 16, 2020
Interrupted: When
Plans go Sideways with
Elizabeth Lahti

OCT 19, 2020
Together Well Writing
Workshop with Daena
Goldsmith and Chalice
Stroebe

FEB 16, 2021
Ato Launiu (“Basket of Life”):
What You Carry With you with
Elizabeth Anne Mailo Paulson
and Adam Hoverman

NOV 17, 2020

JUNE 23, 2020
Sharing a Seat at the
Table – Where do we
fit in? With Alec Berman
and Rebecca Harrison

What is Disability? The Social
and Human Rights Model
with Michael Szporluk and
Elizabeth Lahti

DEC 2, 2020
Together Well Writing
Workshop with
Elizabeth Lahti and
Daena Goldsmith

FEB 23, 2021
Together Well
Writing Workshop
with Elizabeth Lahti

MAR 16, 2021
Transformative
Narratives & Poetic Forms
with Corey Pressman

JAN 9, 2020
What's in a Prompt?
Objects, Art, and the
Written Word with
Mary Pan

JAN 21, 2020
Emergency Poem with
George Derk

APR 14, 2020
Pandemic as a Wicked
Problem with Adam
Hoverman

APR 21, 2020
Mystery in the
Mundane (or What
the Living Do) with
Alexis Rehrmann

MAY 19, 2020
Interrupted:
When Plans Go Sideways
with Elizabeth Lahti

MAY 26, 2020
Lost and Found with
Daena Goldsmith

JULY 21, 2020

AUG 19, 2020
Role Roller Coasters
with Elizabeth Lahti and
Mary Pan

An Etymological Approach to
Emergency, Catastrophe, and
Disaster with Elizabeth Lahti and
Daena Goldsmith

DEC 15, 2020
Social Histories Matter: A
Narrative Exploration of the
Words We Use to Heal or
Hurt with Anna Solatskaya

APR 20, 2021
Together Well Writing
Workshop with
Elizabeth Lahti and
Daena Goldsmith

SEPT 24, 2020
Ripping the Band-Aid Off: Clinical
Narratives to Address Racism as
a Public Health Crisis with Leslie
Gregory and Rebecca Harrison

JAN 5, 2021
The Care of Strangers
with Ellen Michaelson
and Alexis Rehrmann

MAY 18, 2021
"Grief Scatters": The
Poetics of Loss Without
Elegy with Pamela Pierce

JAN 19, 2021
Together Well
Revision Workshop
with Daena Goldsmith

JUNE 15, 2021
Self-Preservation as an
End of Life Caregiver
with Nina Solis
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TESTIMONIALS FOR
COMMUNITY OF
PRACTICE
Our CoPs highlighted voices from
communities who are not often represented
in the dominant health narratives— of all our
CoPs >50% were planned and led by people
who identify from one of the following groups:
BIPOC, immgrant, LGBTQ+, disability.

Valuable to think about disabilities with
which I am familiar in relation to physical
disabilities Michael discussed. His list
of able-bodied privileges prompted for
me some useful thinking about invisible
disabilities and the burdens of passing.
I appreciated the incredible insight
that Michael shared, including
his own stories. The stories and
memories were really what stuck
with me, although I enjoyed Michael's
expertise and description of theories
of disability studies and ongoing
research.

I loved the idea of exploring
the roots of words like
catastrophe, disaster, etc.. by
breaking down the words, we
were able to break down the
concepts and assumptions
therein.

I think this seminar involves
an ideal number of people,
making it conducive to
listening, responding and
sharing writing practice.
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Loved the poems. I also
liked the multiple different
prompts - good amount
of choice and freedom.
Very friendly vibe. Not
intimidating at all.

Meaningful
readings...apt,
relevant, and
moving.

TOGETHER WELL
PROJECT
As part of our Community of Practice, we
partnered with the RELATE Lab to curate
community stories of our experiences with
the pandemic stories from the community.
Together Well is a call to share stories
about COVID-19’s impact on our lives. By
collecting these stories—the good, the
bad, and the unexpected—we can cocreate.
Our part was to host monthly writing
workshops for original or revision work
and then help nurture the stories and/
or poems into published form for the
Together Well site.
Providing a space to tell these stories is
essential for individual healing.
By collecting these stories —the good,
the bad, and the unexpected— we can
co-create a better healthcare system
that places greater value on connection,
relationships, and wellness.

These workshops let
loose my writing voice.
I never know what it'll
come up with.
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EXCERPT FROM
MARK'S STORY
I don’t want to emerge from this slowmotion 9-11 with a tidy, ordered and
sequential narrative. If we are to deal
at all with the next pandemic we must
respond to the rawness of this one, to the
helplessness of not knowing, to the daily
revelation of who is to die next. What
did we do when we didn’t know what
to do? These haphazard treasures of
immediacy are our brightest and
surest guides forward, as long as we
preserve them.

LISA E'S
STORY
Read It Twice
A poem is different for each person,
like new leaves on the same tree,
greetings in shades of green.
We read the same poem,
at the same time,
knowing that tomorrow these words
will shed their meanings,
reconfigure –
and regroup.
If each person wrote a poem for their neighbor
where would all our time go –
Each day
funneled from panels of glowing pixels
and redirected to our hearts.
Read me again. I have changed.
A different poem
each day –
The same words
in a different system
for a new world order.
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EXCERPTS FROM
TOGETHER WELL
WRITING

EXCERPT FROM
BAHAREH’S POEM
That we have
Entrapped her
Instead of giving her
The world
We confine her
When she roars
In agony
We restrain her
With literal
Chains
If she thrashes
We sedate her
To set her free
Now here
I am
Hands tied
Helpless
Yearning
To liberate
Give her the key
I cannot let this be

EXCERPT FROM
DAN'S STORY
And I, too, am drawn forward— listening
to people's stories, challenging myself
to engage in the narrative. Beyond
witnessing, this is our collaborative
story. I rejoice in our fellowship by
showing up as my authentic self.
Though this can cause unintended
dissonance. . . I feel I have crossed a
line, from objective professionalism to
variegated humanity. And I am uplifted
by the messiness, adrift in timeless
questions.“Now is our time to practice.”

NARRATIVE MEDICINE
FACILITATOR TRAINING
We had originally planned to offer an in
person Narrative Medicine Facilitator Training
in May 2020. With this training we hoped to
answer the question we heard so often from
our community: What next? How can I learn
more? We wanted to train individuals already
embedded within their own communities,
who identified with people in their health
care settings and had deep connections and
understanding of the specific needs. Initially
the training was postponed due to the
pandemic.
When we realized in-person events were a
long way away, we reimagined the training as
a virtual event. While some of the authentic,
spontaneous collaboration was lost, so much
was also gained. Participants from around the
region, country, and even world were able to
attend. Folks from rural parts of the country
didn’t have to miss work and travel long
distance.

42
ATTENDEES

ATTENDEE ROLES
PATIENT, PHYSICIAN, CHAPLAIN, NURSE
PRACTITIONER, ADVOCATE, SOCIAL
WORKER, CAREGIVER, SCHOLAR, MEDICAL
SCRIBE, STUDENT, VETERINARIAN,
EDUCATOR, ARTIST, PSYCHOLOGIST,
BEHAVIOR HEALTH CONSULTANT, TRAUMA
INFORMED COACH

14 PERCENT
IDENTIFIED AS
PATIENTS
TICKET TYPE
29% CME
59% GENERAL
13% STUDENT
100 PERCENT
IDENTIFIED FROM
ONE OF 5 UNDERREPRESENTED
GROUPS

NEXT NARRATIVE
MEDICINE
FACILITATOR TRAINING
OCTOBER 2021

OVER 3 WEEKS
6
INTERACTIVE
PLENARY
SESSIONS

6
CREATIVE &
REFLECTIVE
SMALL
GROUPS

6
LIVE
HUMANITIES
GALLERIES

6
INWARD
EXPLORATIONS
FOR MENTAL
HEALTH,
WELLNESS &
SUPPORT
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NARRATIVE MEDICINE
SCRIBE TRAINING
We created Narrative Scribe Training
to answer the question: How does our
experience—and delivery—of care change
when we understand listening as an act of
co-creation? In February 2021, we piloted
Signal & Noise: Scribing in the Margins.
Participants learned and practiced how
to listen for stories in what patients say
(and in what they leave unsaid) and how
to offer stories back in various forms
(verbatim transcription, a faithful retelling,
or a brief haiku). Through engagement
with the written and spoken narratives
of patients and health care providers,
students reflected on the power of
narrative to address health inequalities,
medical mistrust, and social suffering in
their communities.
In collaboration with Lewis & Clark
College’s Center for Community and
Global Health, and with funding from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,the
workshop will be offered annually to
audiences of undergraduates, medical
students, and community members.
What’s next: The next Narrative Scribe
Training will be held in February 2022.

46%
OF PARTICIPANTS
IDENTIFIED AS
A MEMBER OF A
COMMUNITY WHO IS
UNDERREPRESENTED
IN U.S HEALTHCARE
SETTINGS
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2.5
DAYS
66
LEWIS &
CLARK
COLLEGE
STUDENT
PARTICIPANTS

OFFERED
EACH YEAR
THROUGH
2024

When I think of a scribe, I think of
anatomy, science, and more data
driven work. These past two days
were about listening, creating space
for others' stories, social suffering,
and that surprised me. I'm so
grateful to have been a part of this.

Initially, I was pretty resistant to the idea of
narrative scribing and narrative medicine
because I thought it was taking a very idealistic
approach to reforming the healthcare
system. But after hearing from the healthcare
practitioners specifically and hearing their
concerns about the healthcare system and what
they want to do to change it I did really see how it
could fit in in the real world.

NARRATIVE MEDICINE
SCRIBE TRAINING
TESTIMONIALS

I am now more confident that I
want to work in the healthcare
field, and I am thinking about
exploring the humanities
more, as I see the importance
of this intersection.

This training and especially the final
panelists inspired me to continue
with the sciences with more trust
that what I learn will actually have
application to the things I care about
eventually. It gave me hope.

I've struggled with doubts in my abilities, capacity,
and interest in medicine and have definitely felt
like an imposter..... This may be the first time I
really felt like this is something I want to learn
more about and see how to put these things into
practice and applying it to my own life.

Excerpt from
Listen to This
(Poem created in real-time as participants
in Narrative Scribe Training contributed
lines and phrases until the whole was
written)

before the world was crashing into
us. I remembered that remembering
is an act of practice. Vulnerability, more
important than we know. Remembering
is an act of care. Born
out of our shared beginnings

It reminded me of you.
It reminded me of me—
we’re not so different.

and common vulnerabilities
in meter and in verse. Sometimes,
we remember what we wish

It reminded me of how we’ve been
feeling lately. It reminded me that I
have not been listening to you

had happened. I wish
I heard you better.
Listen to this,

properly. It reminded me that we’ve
not been listening to each other, properly
and maybe if we stopped,

I need your help. And I
imagine that you need mine,
too. Listeners make pain and hardship

paused and breathed
deeply, that could change. I
wish I could’ve remembered,

bearable. And it reminds us that we’re not
alone. Oh, how sweet
is your realness, your vulnerability.

TESTIMONIALS FOR
COMMUNITY OF
PRACTICE
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THE
INTERSTITIUM

Our last live events were in early March 2020 in both Portland and Seattle. In Portland
the Interstitium was themed “A Fresh Start.” We had >100 people at the Clinton Street
theatre less than two weeks before the governor issued a shelter in place order. In
Seattle, the live storytelling event theme was “Out of My Scope.” After these two great
events, we took a long hiatus and didn’t re-launch until almost a year later.
The pandemic presented a significant challenge for our Interstitium events, which have
always been committed to live storytelling--onstage, with a mic, and a small audience.
Funny, serious, heartfelt, heartbreaking, lyrical, or absurd, these live storytelling events
celebrate the lived experience of health and healthcare, exploring how each person’s
relationship to their body lives at the intersection of health, power, and identity.
Before the pandemic, Seattle kicked off 2020 with an interactive Storytelling workshop facilitated
by Master Storyteller Sam Blackman, who has told stories for The Moth, The Interstitium and Ignite
Seattle. On two Sundays: January 26, 2020 and February 2nd, 2020, participants met to write and
workshop a story and then perform it live without notes.

NWNMC’s first in person event
after more than a year was
an outdoor, fully masked,
Interstitium in Seattle called
TALES IN THE TIME OF COVID
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THE
INTERSTITIUM

As the pandemic wore on and our familiarity with virtual storytelling grew, we decided
to host “‘I’m FIne’ and Other Lies from the Worst Year Ever” (view here if reading
digitally). In collaboration with the Metropolitan Alliance for Common Good (MACG) and
Together Well, the May 26, 2021 Interstitium showcased three stories from healthcare
workers and three stories from the communities most impacted by COVID.
Latinx performers told their stories in their native language and the entire event was
interpreted live. The show also offered opportunities to get involved with Portland
community organizing efforts focused on local health inequities.
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FINANCIAL
REPORT
INCOME
TOTAL: $21, 759

EXPENSES
TOTAL: $19,514
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VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES
JOIN A COMMITTEE:
Communications
Finance/Fundraising
Programming
JEDI (Justice, Equity, Diversity,
Inclusion)

CALL TO
ACTION
WHAT YOUR DONATIONS
MAKE POSSIBLE:

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
TO GET INVOLVED:
Audience builders, website
project managers, community
event hub coordinator, blog
editor, grant writer, and more.
Or tell us what skill or passion
you could bring to our group!

Continuing to provide Community of
Practice workshops at no charge
Make available sliding scale and
scholarship options to expand who is
able to participate in trainings
Compensate facilitators of our
workshops and trainings so that we can
expand who is able to commit time to be
in leadership roles
We would eventually like to be able
to afford administrative support for
programming and grant-writing.

JOIN OUR
NEWSLETTER
We send monthly newsletters
sharing upcoming Community
of Practice events, and
opportunities to write,
submit, publish, share and
otherwise participate in
Narrative Medicine practice
and conversation. To sign up,
visit nwnmcollaborative.org.
(the sign up is on the footer of
every page).
Today’s Audience:
669 subscribers
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